
Ski Royale Summer Holidays

Your home from home in Megeve

Enjoy a summer holiday in the Alps,

explore the mountains

and experience Megeve in the summer.

Tel: + 44 8450 758 228 | info@hotellescimes.info |  www.hotellescimes.info

Stay 5 nights and only pay for 4 nights

A FREE NIGHT on us



Megeve
Megeve is one of the most chic resorts in the French Alps and in the 1950's used to attract a host of

famous faces including Rita Hayworth, Sasha Distell and Brigitte Bardot. Megeve’s charm continues to

attract an International clientele and remains one of the most traditional resorts in the Alps, renowned

for it's chic boutiques, cosy bars and fine dining restaurants which include the 3 star Michelin restaurant

'Le flocons de sel‘, the 2 star Michelin restaurant ‘1920’ and the 1 star Michelin restaurant ‘la Table d’Alpaga’.



If you enjoy the mountains and have skied Megeve in the winter then you will love the summer, from

July the village really comes alive with festivals, fireworks and free open air concerts. Choose from a

huge amount of activities or simply just relax with a coffee or an ice cold beer and people watch. 

Be as active or relaxed as you like!



Summer Activities – the Megeve pass
This 3, 4 or 7 day pass provides unlimited access to the Olympic size outdoor swimming pool with water

slides, ice skating rink, table tennis, mini golf and the ski lifts, giving you unlimited access to the marked

walking trails and mountain bike tracks plus a discount on other activities. 

Prices start at 40 euros for a 3 day pass. Excellent Value for all the family.



There are numerous splendid walks to suit all levels of fitness, you’ll find working farms where you can

stop for a drink or buy local cheeses produced at the farm.

Megeve is a paradise for lovers of the outdoors, nature and wildlife.

Mountain Walks



Are open from mid June to September giving you easy access to enjoy a walk or have a relaxing lunch 

at one of the many mountain restaurants whilst the children amuse themselves in a safe environment.

The Telecabines



Whether you are a beginner or expert, mountain biking can be fun, whether it’s biking to the nearest

restaurant or single track riding, you will find a variety of designated tracks to suit all abilities.

Over 150km of mountain bike trails



Ever wanted to ride some routes from the Tour de France? This cycling event attracts around 2,000 riders

On a 140km route that starts and finishes in Megeve. There are three choices of circuit: 90 km, 110 km

and 130 km with climbs up the Col de la Colombiere, the Col des Aravis and the Col des Saisies. 

Special rates for riders staying at Les Cimes, early morning breakfast plus late check out. 

Time Megeve – Mont Blanc,  June 2021



For serious and amateur mountain bike enthusiasts the MB Race is classed as one of the hardest in the

world, a 140km race with 6000 metres of climbing. The MB Rando is open to everyone, to discover the

mountains using the lift system. Special rates at Les Cimes for any riders competing in the race.

MB – Race, July 2021



In 2016, stage 18 time trial finished in Megeve, stage 19 finished in Saint Gervais and the last mountain

stage 20 started in Megeve and finished in Morzine before the finish in Paris the following day.

There is normally a mountain stage around an hour away from Megeve, if you follow the Tour come and

stay at Les Cimes for an unforgettable few days.

The Tour de France, July 2021



Megeve Jazz Contest, mid July 2021
Fireworks and open air concerts, 14 different bands from various countries come to play in true 

New Orleans style in the centre of Megeve as well as outside the café’s, bars and restaurants. 

A lively and fun weekend not to be missed.



Jumping International, mid July 2021
For horse jumping enthusiasts this is one of the biggest events of the year.

Some of the best European riders will be competing in this 5 day event.

Megève Tourisme, Photographer: Simon Garnier 30/7/2011



Accessible from Megeve by car, bike or on foot. Equipment can be hired at the lake and you can buy

what you catch (sold by weight). The restaurant is open throughout the summer, snacks and ice creams

are also available as well as deckchairs to enjoy the wonderful views of the Aravis mountain range.

Fishing at the Lac de Javen



An adventure course set in the forest at Cote 2000, move from tree to tree in total security. For the 

adults there are more than 50 different sections including moving logs, climbing nets and tarzan ropes,

taking approx 2 hours to complete, children over 5 can enjoy their own course with over 20 sections. 

High Ropes Adventure



A unique 18 hole par 72 technical golf course situated on a plateau at an average height of 1320 metres.

Open from May until October the course which covers more than 50 hectares is now the oldest stylised

mountain golf course in France. It’s gentle slopes attract both experienced and beginner golfers alike. 

The course also benefits from a driving range, putting green and training bunker.

Golf at Mont d’arbois



For the more adventurous there’s clay pigeon shooting, pony trekking, paintballing, canyoning, white

water rafting, go karting, quad biking, parapenting, hot air ballooning and scenic flights over Megeve 

and Mont Blanc.

More Adventures



Enjoy a Weekend break at Les Cimes, Megeve is just an hour from Geneva airport, 35 minutes from

Chamonix and one hour from Annecy. Whether it be an activity weekend with work colleauges, a golf

break with friends or a few days away with the family, Megeve will not disappoint.

Weekends and Short Breaks
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Chamonix is a 35 minute drive from Megeve, the Aiguile du Midi in Chamonix has the highest vertical

ascent cable car in the world, from 1035m to 3842m where you will find a panoramic viewing

Platform and the Montverners train will take you to the Mer de Glace, shown below.

Chamonix



There are plenty of Freshwater lakes close to Megeve with Amazing Mountain Views, the lake at Passy

Shown below is a 20 minute drive away which has a man made beach and a safe swimming area for

children. There is also a restaurant right on the lake plus an Adventure park for children.

Freshwater Lakes



Just an hour from Megeve, the lake at Annecy was formed 18,000 years ago at the time of the large 

alpine glaciers and is the second largest lake in France and is known as ‘Europe’s cleanest lake’ because 

of the strict environmental regulations introduced in the 60’s. Popular for swimming and watersports. 

The medieval town is full of history, a lunch in one of the restaurants that line the canal is a must. 

Annecy



Autumn in Megeve
Is a wonderful time to explore the nature and colours in the mountains.



A small, charming hotel in the centre of Megeve.

Comfortable clean bedrooms each with their own

individual character. Our friendly staff will make

sure you feel at home and can help organise any

activities for you during your stay.

All activities are close by, most within walking

distance. If you have a car then Les Cimes is 

the perfect base for venturing further afield to

explore more of the Alps.

Les Cimes

• 8 cosy en-suite                     
bedrooms

• Fluffy towels

• Centre of town

• Free tea & coffee

• TV, Netflix,

• Wii Console

• Apple TV

• Free Wi-Fi



Whether you are staying for the Cycle Race, following the Tour or just passing through, Stay 5 nights

and only pay for 4. Prices start at 125 euros for a double room for two people including breakfast.

A few days, a weekend, a night?
Enjoy a Free night at Les Cimes on us this summer.



To take advantage of our Free Night Offer

Simply call us on + 44 (0) 8450 758 228
or email

info@hotellescimes.info

Megeve, the place to be

Les Cimes, the only place to stay

Tel: + 44 8450 758 228 | info@hotellescimes.info |  www.hotellescimes.info


